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TurboCAD® Mac Designer, Deluxe & Pro 
For CAD design on the Mac - no body offers a family 
of performance products like our latest series!2
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TurboCAD® Designer, Deluxe & Pro 
See the entire TurboCAD family of CAD design 
products for our exciting new release!

TurboCAD LTE & LTE Pro 
Advanced drafting & detailing and more - the perfect 
yet affordable solution. Works like AutoCAD® LT.

CAD Companion Products 
Check out our many soluitons to help optimize your 
design workflow.

TurboFloorPlan® 3D Deluxe & Pro 
Designing your dreamhome is easy using our full 
range of home design & landscaping solutions. 

DesignCAD™ 3D Max & 2D 
One of our most popular 2D or 3D CAD solution lets 
you unleash your imagination and creativity.   

 TurboCAD Training Products 
Get the most from your design software with these 
state-of-the-art training products.

3D Printers and Materials 
See our latest selection of 3D printers and materials 
with solutions for school, office, or home!
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TurboCAD® Pro 2015 
Delivers affordable, professional CAD 
software for design, drafting, and 
detailing. Parametric constraints, 3D 
surface and ACIS® solid modeling, 
LightWorks™ photorealistic rendering, 
architectural and 
mechanical tools, 
and extensive file 
support appeal 
to professionals 
across disciplines. 
Plus, TurboCAD Pro is now fully 64-
bit compatible to utilize expanded 
computer memory.

TurboCAD® Pro 2015 
Platinum Edition 
A premium, professional CAD package. 
It includes all the speed and technology 
of TurboCAD 
Pro for 2D/3D 
drafting, 
detailing, 
modeling, 
rendering, 
and extensive file sharing. Plus, get 
advanced tools for mechanical design, 
and a suite of architectural tools that 
are AutoCAD® Architecture compatible. 
Now fully 64-bit compatible!

TurboCAD® 2015 
Designer 2D 
Easily creates precision floor plans, 
technical illustrations, maps, flow charts, 
and more. Choose from beginner, 
intermediate or advanced modes 
within a modern UI to quickly access 
hundreds of 2D drawing, modifying, and 
dimensioning tools. Share your work in 
over popular file formats, including the 
latest AutoCAD DWG/DXF.

TurboCAD® 2015  
Deluxe 2D/3D 
Powerful and complete 2D/3D CAD 
software with hundreds of drawing, 
modifying, dimensioning and 
annotation tools. Materials, lighting, 
and photorealistic rendering let you 
create powerful 
presentations of 
home designs, 
technical 
models, and 
mechanical 
illustrations. Plus get extensive file 
support including SketchUp® and the 
latest AutoCAD® DWG/DXF filters.

Bringing you the best in 2D, 3D, and photorealistic rendering! 
A leader in design software delivering exceptional value to both 2D & 3D CAD  
users for over twenty years.  TurboCAD has a perfect solution to fit you!

Pushing the Boundaries of Design New TurboCAD 2015 Does it All
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TurboCAD® Mac  
v9 Designer 2D 
From simple hobby sketches to production 
ready, precision drawings, TurboCAD Mac 
Designer 2D offers you powerful functionality 
typically found in programs costing thousands. 
With intuitive snaps, alignments, prompts, hints 
and online help, even beginners can quickly get 
up to speed and produce compelling designs.

TurboCAD® Mac 
v9 Deluxe 2D/3D 
TurboCAD Mac Deluxe is packed with the 
highest quality drafting tools and the latest 
ACIS® modeling 
engine. Create 3D 
models and precise 
2D drawings, and 
easily import/export 
to the most common 
file types. Anything 
you can dream up, TurboCAD Mac Deluxe brings 
to life. The simple user interface combined 
with intuitive tools makes it an easy to use yet 
powerful CAD solution for the Macintosh user.

TurboCAD® Mac  
v9 Pro
TurboCAD Mac Pro is a professional CAD application 
that enables users to create innovative designs for 
a wide range of industries and disciplines. It’s both 
feature and content 
rich, packed with 
professional level 
2D drafting tools, 
3D modeling tools, 
and thousands of 
parts, symbols and floorplans. TurboCAD Mac Pro 
also offers feature-rich photorealistic rendering, 
animation and superior interoperability. Always an 
excellent CAD purchase for the Macintosh user.

TurboCAD® Mac Pro, Deluxe, and Designer - version 9  
The latest release of our powerful TurboCAD for the Mac CAD brings the perfect 
solution for the professional and hobbyist alike.

One of the best releases of the 
#1 Best Selling CAD in retail yet! 
Nothing could be easier to use for 
developing CAD designs on the Mac.  
New TurboCAD does it all!

Great new release of the Mac version of the #1 Best Selling CAD in Retail 
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The exciting technology of 3D Printing is here! 
Easy to own and economical to operate in your home, school or office.  
To order or for more information call: 1-800-833-8082 ext 1
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MakerBot® Replicator Mini
Compact 3D Printer from MakerBot saves valuable 
desktop space while providing professional 3D printer.

MakerBot® Replicator
Fifth Generation Replicator Desktop 3D Printer from 
MakerBot with camera & 3.5 full-color LCD display.

MakerBot® Replicator Z18
From MakerBot allows large, detailed objects up to 12” 
in width and depth, and up to 18” in height.

MakerBot® Digitizer
Desktop 3D Scanner from MakerBot allows you to 
scan 3D objects & import the 3D file to your computer.

Cube® 3
Desktop 3D printer from 3D Systems. Prints 
in ABS and PLA plastics at up to 70 microns 
resolution.

CubeProTM

Printer from 3D Systems prints in ABS, PLA, 
and Nylon. For models up to 9” square or 
larger.

CubeProTM Duo
Explore the frontiers of 3D printing with a 
full-featured desktop 3D printer with dual 
extrusion.

3D Printer Material 
Cartridges
Quality printer plastic material cartridges 
for Cube 3D System and MakerBot 3D 
printer systems.

3D Printers



TurboCAD LTE
TurboCAD® LTE works like AutoCAD 
LT®. And more! Full featured 2D CAD 
including many advanced features 
for advanced drafting and detailing 
are easily accessible in a familiar 
user interface similar to AutoCAD 
LT classic. Plus compatibility with 
.DWG, .SKP and more offer excellent 
workflow making TurboCAD LTE the 
perfect companion product.

 
 
 
 
 
TurboCAD LTE Pro
TurboCAD® LTE Pro works like 
AutoCAD LT®. But better! As the 
advanced version of TurboCAD 
LTE, this professional, easy-to-
use 2.5D CAD program provides 
excellent compatibility with .DWG, 
.SKP and more. It’s all the features 
and functionality you look for in 
AutoCAD LT, but with many more 
powerful features CAD professionals 
want.
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Works like 
AutoCAD LT.®

And more!And more!

PRO

Share compatible files
TurboCAD LTE is also a great companion for AutoCAD® workflow and more.  Share compatible 
.DWG files and increase interoperability with support for other industry standard formats such 
as SketchUp™.SKP, HP®.PLT, and more.

Full featured power  
Don’t just settle for the status quo of CAD. Go above and beyond and get the benefits  

    from all the additional advancements of powerful new TurboCAD LTE. 

     Hyper- accelerated graphic performance 
Increase zoom and pan 
performance so you don’t 
have to wait during a moment 
of inspiration (see bottom 

panel of package for  
more details*).

Top requested features
TurboCAD LTE provides many 

top user requested features 
such as setting draw order by 

layer, specifying priority osnaps, 
transparent fills, and more.

Highly Extendable
Expand TurboCAD LTE 
capabilities with powerful  

plug-ins such as Drawing Compare  
and Hatch Pattern Creator to realize 
the almost unlimited possibilities it 

can provide.

Intelligent Architectural Walls 
Save valuable time using architectural 

walls that are self healing with 
automatic cleanup and AutoCAD 

Architecture compatible.

TurboCAD LTE is a professional 2D CAD 
application at an incredible price.   
It provides all the power tools required 
to get projects done on time, at a 
fraction of the cost of AutoCAD LT®, 
yet is fully .DWG compatible.

Familiar user interface
No need to re-learn what you already 
know.  Install, start, and get up 
and running immediately without 
looking back.  The familiar UI lets you 
concentrate on creating your design 
and not how to use the software.

Toolbars
Standard toolbar and icons 

function the same way. 
Simply click and let the 
drawing begin.

Dynamic Input
Familiar heads up display 

with dynamic input at cursor.

Command line
Need the command 

line?  No worries, we have 
it.  Common keyboard 
aliases and quick keys are 
already included and fully 
customizable.  Even the  
ESC key works as expected.
 

Menus 
Pull down a menu and find the exact command you want with no surprises.   

Call it CAD intuition.

Palettes
Tool palettes provide a fast way to access common  

and customizable tools with a familiar look and feel. 

A familiar CAD interface with the       power to get your design projects done with ease

“Excellent product quality 
 plus timely  and courteous  
       customer support.” 
       −Randall T. Lane 

“Thanks for this awesome piece of software.” 
                    −Merwe de Villiers

“At last an alternative to 
    the Autodesk® monster.”
         −Patrick Anderson

“I am over the moon that I have 
        found TurboCAD LTE.” 
                  −Peter Harding

The Long Term Evolution of CAD

TurboCAD® LTE v8
Works like AutoCAD LT®.  And More!



DesignCAD™ 2D 
DesignCAD is a versatile and easy-to-use CAD program 
designed to help you get started quickly. Simple 
operations make it easy to produces accurately scaled 
architectural and mechanical drawings. Create, edit, scale, 
move, rotate and copy 
individual objects. A full 
complement of 2D drafting 
and design tools, drawing 
layers, snap, hatch patterns, 
and full dimensioning 
capability are included. 
DesignCAD also makes it 
easier to collaborate on a project. Simply import/export 
editable DXF/DWG files without the risk of data loss or 
corruption.

DesignCAD™ 3D MAX 
DesignCAD 3D Max combines easy to learn and use 
2D drafting with powerful and precise 3D modeling to 
unleash your imagination and creativity.  Easily design 
anything with its intuitive 
interface and extensive 
online help libraries. 
DesignCAD 3D MAX is 
the versatile CAD tool for 
beginners and advanced 
users. Use a complete set 
of 2D drafting and design 
tools, including drawing 
layers, hatch patterns and full dimensioning capability, 
and render 3D models with materials or textures for added 
impact. 

The Versatile CAD solution!

DesignCAD™ 3D MAX & DesignCAD™ 2D 
Our new DesignCAD 3D MAX and 2D versions 20 bring you a choice of 2D 
and 3D precision drafting and modeling.
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DesignCAD™ v25



Home & Landscape

TurboFloorPlan® 3D Deluxe 
Create beautiful landscapes with gardens, pathways, deck 
or patio choosing from 2,000 plants. Then take a virtual 
walkthrough and see your 
designs in photorealistic 3D. 
Even reduce your energy bills 
and fight global warming 
with new “Green Home”.  
Everything you need to 
visualize and design your 
dream home and outdoor 
living spaces. Be your own 
interior decorator applying real world colors, materials and 
custom lighting to walls, furniture and cabinets.  

TurboFloorPlan® 3D Pro 
Everything you need to visualize and design your dream home 
and outdoor living spaces. Increase the value of your home by 
updating your kitchen or 
bathroom. Be your own 
interior decorator applying 
real world colors, materials 
and custom lighting to 
walls, furniture and cabinets. 
Create beautiful landscapes 
with gardens, pathways, 
deck or patio choosing from 
2,000 plants. Take a virtual walkthrough and see your designs in 
photorealistic 3D.  Simply dream it and design it!

TurboFloorPlan® 3D Home & Landscape Pro & Deluxe! 
Our award-winning design software, with everything you need to visualize and 
 design your dream home and outdoor living spaces. 

TurboFloorPlan Instant Architect 
Instant Architect is an easy-to-use home design and 
remodel solution featuring drag and drop simplicity. Create 
the perfect home automatically with our House Builder 
Wizard.

TurboFloorPlan® 
Instant Series
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TurboFloorPlan® 2015
The easiest way to design your dream home!
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Great software to help optimize your design workflow!

Turbo View & Convert 
is an advanced file viewing and conversion utility 
for Windows that can open over 250 file types, 
including PDFs, 
Microsoft Word 
documents, Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheets, 
audio and video files, 
images, camera raw 
files, compressed 
archives, and more!  
This software is your one-stop shop for handling 
hundreds of file formats. 

TurboPDF 
is a feature rich solution you can use to produce 
professional looking PDF documents quickly, 
affordably, and 
securely.  TurboPDF is 
everything you’ll need 
to create, edit, view, 
secure, and share your 
PDF documents at an 
affordable price.

Download a trial copy of our CAD companion products. 
TurboCAD.com offers many solutions to help you optimize your design workflow.  
Use these great software solutions with your TurboCAD design products. 

PDF2CAD 
is a powerful utility program that transforms 
vector PDF files, as well as EPS and Adobe 
Illustrator files, into editable CAD drawings.   
With just a few clicks, you’ll get an accurate 
drawing, output to DWG, DXF or HPGL 
format, saving you hours of redraw time. 
Once converted, you can open and edit 
in TurboCAD®, DesignCAD™, AutoCAD®, 
MicroStation® and other popular engineering 
programs.

CAD Companion Products
Optimize your design workflow!
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Training to help you master the many tools and uses of your TurboCAD design software

TurboCAD Mac 2D/3D 
Training 
This audio video training bundle picks up where the in-product 
tutorial videos leave off 
(assessable via Help | 
Tutorials) to complete your 
understanding of 2D and 3D 
design, drafting, detailing, 
and modeling in TurboCAD 
Mac. Whether you’re new to 
CAD or just want a refresher 
course, the videos in TurboCAD 
Mac 2D Training Essentials 
make it easy to master 2D 
CAD drawing and drafting in 
TurboCAD Mac.

TurboFloorPlan Training 
& Tutorials 
TurboFloorPlan Training & Tutorials is a flexible learning 
eBook written by Patricia Gamburgo, a professional 
architect and TurboFloorPlan expert, designed to helps 
users of all levels get the most out of their TurboFloorPlan 
software. It is delivered in a downloadable PDF format, 
so you can get started right away, and contains all 
the necessary elements to learn and master the 
TurboFloorPlan® programs both for the PC and for the 
Mac. Follow the complete training to learn and master 
TurboFloorPlan® programs. Each of the four sections 
include images, training guides, and tutorials to help 
you learn, understanding how the program “thinks” 
(Understanding the Walls, Understanding the Elevations, 
etc.), and to master even its most powerful tools.

TurboCAD Training Products
Get the most out of your TurboCAD products

TurboCAD Deluxe 2D/3D 
Training 
2D/3D Training Guides for TurboCAD Deluxe offers everything 
you need to master TurboCAD Deluxe. This complete educational 
program offers easy, step-
by-step training in 15 fully 
animated sessions taking 
you seamlessly from 2D 
drawing into 3D design.
This program is designed 
for anyone wishing to 
learn 2D/3D design 
in TurboCAD Deluxe 
(Windows) in a self-paced, 
structured session format. 
 It is also appropriate for students 
 learning CAD for the first time in 
 a classroom setting.
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